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Singapore Culinary, Must Try! 
Chilli Crab
Chilli crab has been promoted by The 
Singapore Tourism Board as one of 
Singapore's National Dishes, and can be 
found in seafood restaurants all over the 
island. It is traditionally eaten with bare hands 
as a means to savour the juicy crab meat with 
its sweet and spicy chilli sauce. Restaurants 
often provide wet towels or a washing bowl 
with lime in order to cleanse your hands after 
the meal. Chilli crab sauce is described as 
"sensuous" and "sweet, yet savoury", with a 
"fluffy texture". Mud crabs (Scylla serrata) are 
the most common type of crabs used for the 
dish, although other species of crab can be 
used too.

Singapore Laksa
Laksa is a popular spicy noodle soup in the 
Peranakan cuisine, which is a combination of 
Chinese and Malay cuisine. Laksa consists of 
rice noodles or rice vermicelli with chicken, 
prawn or fish, served in spicy soup; either 
based on rich and spicy curry coconut milk, or 
based on sour asam (tamarind or gelugur). It 
can be found in Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia[3] and Southern Thailand.

Hainanese Chicken Rice
Hainanese chicken rice is a dish adapted from 
early Chinese immigrants originally from 
Hainan province in southern China. It is 
considered one of the national dishes of 
Singapore. Hainanese chicken rice is most 
commonly associated with Singaporean, 
Malaysian and Hainanese cuisines, although it 
is also popular in Thailand and Vietnam. It is 
based on a well-known Hainanese dish called 
Wenchang chicken ( ), due to its 
adoption by the Hainanese overseas Chinese 
population in the Nanyang area (present-day 
Southeast Asia).
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Roti Prata
Roti prata is a fried flour-based pancake that is 
cooked over a flat grill. It is usually served with 
a vegetable- or meat-based curry and is from 
Malaysia and Singapore. Prata is also 
commonly cooked upon request with cheese, 
onion, banana, red bean, chocolate, 
mushroom or egg. It is listed at number 45 in 
the World's 50 most delicious foods readers' 
poll compiled by CNN Go in 2011.
The prata has always been known as parotta 
or Paratha in South Asia, while it is usually 
known as roti canai in other countries such as 
Malaysia.

Chai Tow Kway/Carrot Cake
It is also known as "fried carrot cake" or simply "carrot cake" in Southeast Asian countries, as the 
word for daikon (POJ: chhài-thâu), one of its main ingredients, can also refer to a carrot (POJ: âng-
chhài-thâu, literally "red radish"). There is no connection between this dish and the sweet Western 
carrot cake eaten as a dessert. It is called "carrot cake" because of a loose English from Hokkien 
translation of "radish pastry" is called "chai tow (carrot or radish) kway (cake)", which caught on 
among the non-native speaking diners, due to its unique misnomer. This misnomer gave the title to 
a popular guidebook on Singapore's street food, There's No Carrot in Carrot Cake, which was 
written by Dr. Olivia Law, published by Epigram Books in 2010.

Fried Hokkien Mee
Hokkien mee is a dish in Malaysian and 
Singaporean cuisine that has its origins in the 
cuisine of China's Fujian (Hokkien) province. In 
its most common form, the dish consists of 
egg noodles and rice noodles stir-fried with 
egg, prawns and squid, and served and 
garnished with vegetables, small pieces of 
lard, sambal sauce and lime (for adding the 
lime juice to the dish). 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Yong Tau Foo
Traditional Hakka versions of yong tau foo consists of tofu cubes stuffed and heaped with minced 
meat (usually lamb or pork) and herbs, then fried until golden brown, or sometimes braised. 
Variations include usage of various condiments, including eggplants, shiitake mushrooms, and 
bitter melon stuffed with the same meat paste. Traditionally, yong tau foo is served in a clear yellow 
bean stew along with the bitter melon and shiitake variants.

Kaya Toast
Kaya toast is a well-known snack in Singapore 
and Malaysia. Kaya toast is prepared with kaya 
(coconut jam), a topping of sugar, coconut milk 
and eggs, pandan, and sometimes margarine or 
butter. It is generally served on toast, and also 
sometimes on crackers. It is considered a 
breakfast staple, and remains popular in 
Singapore. The dish is sometimes dipped into 
soft-boiled egg with a little dark soy sauce and 
white pepper. Singaporeans and Malaysians 
often consume this food with a cup of tea or 
coffee, which has merited the snack's inclusion 
in many coffee houses. 

Biryani
Biryani (pronounced [bɪr.jaːniː]), also known as 
biriyani or biriani, is an Indian mixed rice dish 
with its origins among the Muslims of the Indian 
subcontinent. It is popular throughout the 
subcontinent and among the diaspora from the 
region. It is generally made with spices, rice, 
and meat.
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